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Dear Committee Finance,

WWAMI is a collaborative medical school among universities in five NW states. Operating for over 44 years, the
 program has consistently provided some of the best and brightest Alaskans access to the medical education and
 training necessary for them to return home and serve their communities, helping to address our state's shortage of
 physicians. The intent language included in the House budget will eliminate the program. 

The elimination of this program will have long term impacts for Alaska's health care system. Without the program,
 physician shortages will worsen and recruitment challenges will increase.  The result will be an increase in health
 care costs and a decrease in health care quality as we are no longer able to "grow our own" physicians.  The
 WWAMI program is a success and a critical part of the state education and health care infrastructure.

To protect the health of all Alaskans, remove the intent language to eliminate the program from the budget.  This
 program represents one of the most efficient and cost-effective tools Alaska has available to invest in our health
 delivery system and the health of our people. 

Please ensure funding for the WWAMI program continues.

I recently moved to Alaska from Arizona to help grow an amazing pediatric oncology program so that children with
 cancer do not need to leave the state of Alaska, their homes, families, schools, and all social support. The dedicated
 primary physicians in this state are great, and I know that many of them have grown up in Alaska and participated
 in the WWAMI program and come back here to take care of patients. This would be a huge loss.

Sincerely,

Brenda Wittman, MD, MPH
3851 Piper St Ste U239
Anchorage, AK 99508
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